Department Wayfinding

Directions from the Parking Garage to the Following Locations:

**Cardiovascular Intensive Care Unit (CVICU) Waiting Room**
- From the Parking Garage entrance on Level 1, turn left and follow the hallway to the green elevators
- Take any green elevator to Level 3 and when you exit the elevator, turn left
- The CVICU waiting room will be on your left

**General Surgery (GOR) Waiting Room**
- From the Parking Garage entrance on Level 1, turn left and follow the hallway to the green elevators
- Take any green elevator to Level 3 and when you exit the elevator, turn left
- Continue to the next intersection and turn left, followed by an immediate right
- At the end of the hallway, turn left
- The GOR waiting room will be on your right

**Intensive Care Unit (ICU)**
- From the Parking Garage entrance on Level 1, turn left and follow the hallway to the green elevators
- Take any green elevator to Level 4 and when you exit the elevator, turn right
- Follow the hallway to the next intersection and turn left
- The ICU will be on your left

**Trauma Burn Center (TBC)**
- From the Parking Garage entrance on Level 1, turn left and follow the hallway to the green elevators
- Take any green elevator to Level 4 and when you exit the elevator, turn right
- Follow the hallway to the next intersection and turn left
- The TBC will be on your right

**Cafeteria**
- From the Parking Garage entrance on Level 1, walk straight until you reach the purple elevators
- Take any purple elevator to Level 2
- When you exit the elevator, turn right
- The Cafeteria will be at end of the hallway
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Directions from Your Location to the Cafeteria:

**From the Cardiovascular Intensive Care Unit (CVICU) Waiting Room**
- When you exit the CVICU waiting room on Level 3, follow signs to the orange elevators
- Take any orange elevator to Level 2
- Turn right out of the elevators and right again at the intersection
- The Cafeteria will be at the end of the hallway on your left

**From the General Surgery (GOR) Waiting Room**
- When you exit the GOR waiting room on Level 3, turn left
- Follow the hallway until you reach the orange elevators
- Take any orange elevator to Level 2
- Turn right out of the elevators and right again at the intersection
- The Cafeteria will be at the end of the hallway on your left

**From the Intensive Care Unit (ICU)**
- When you exit the ICU on Level 4, turn right
- When you reach the intersection, turn left and the yellow elevators will be on your left
- Take any yellow elevator to Level 2
- You will be inside of the Cafeteria

**From the Trauma Burn Center (TBC)**
- When you exit the TBC on Level 4, turn left
- When you reach the intersection, turn left and the yellow elevators will be on your left
- Take any yellow elevator to Level 2
- You will be inside of the Cafeteria